The Euler equations which represent hyperbolic conservation law can be a useful testbed for developing and evaluating a shock capturing numerical algorithm.
It has been a difficult task for computational aerodynamldsts to capture nonosdllatory shock waves as a converged solution. Unbounded growth of spurious oscillations often resulted 1n numerical Instability. It Is well known that upwind difference schemes can eliminate oscillations In the neighborhood of shock waves at the expense of a substantial Increase of computational work. In parallel with the developments 1n upwind schemes It has been found that steady aerodynamic flows containing moderately strong shock waves can be quite well predicted by a central difference scheme augmented by a carefully controlled blend of first and third order d1ss1pat1ve terms.
In this paper the performance of adaptive dissipation 1s demonstrated for strong oblique shock waves 1n high Mach number flows on a near-uniform mesh.
Although a space marching method has been useful, 1t 1s not well-posed when there 1s upstream Influence through subsonic portions of the flowfleld such as a boundary layer. It also cannot handle the terminal shock and the subsonic dlffuser flowfleld as well as the flow with streamwlse separation. 
These equations are to be solved for a steady state aw/at = 0 where t denotes time. (7)) produces a large block banded matrix which 1s very" costly "to"
Invert and requires hugh storage. One can solve the system Indirectly using a relaxation algorithm. Then It is desirable that the matrix should be diagonally dominant ""'to meet a convergence criterion of a relaxation method.
This cari be achieved by flux splitting at the expense of a substantial increase in the computational work. Moreover, it seems that second order flux splitting methods 1ri conjunction with relaxation algorithms are either conditionally -stable or slow.
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The operation count can be reduced by factorlzlng the operator of Eq. (7) approximately 1n various ways. The first way 1s known as the ADI scheme. ' Although the Introduction of optimal artificial dissipation makes the scheme be very desirable 1n two dimensions, the scheme 1n delta form 1s only conditionally stable 1n three dimensions. The ADI scheme Introduces error
terms of order (At) 1n three dimensions which reduce the convergence rate.
If one concerns about memory requirement, each factor can be split into two 
Here, X. and X_ represent eigenvalues of Jacob.lan matrices. Equation ( This scheme requires a block-tr.1d1agonal Inversion 1n one direction. If one wants to Include thin-layer viscous terms 1n the Implicit operator, this scheme may be useful. However, 1t does not seem to be necessary to Insert viscous terms Into the operator when only the steady-state solution 1s desired.
In order to test the performance of the LU Implicit scheme for high speed flow calculations, a two-dimensional model problem was selected: Figure 1 shows a typical hypersonic Inlet and F1g. 
